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Abstract

Analytical ultracentrifugation(AUC) has played and will continue to play an important role in the investigation of
protein–protein, protein–DNA and protein–ligand interactions. A major advantage of AUC over other methods is
that it allows the analysis of systems free in solution in nearly any buffer without worry about spurious interactions
with a supporting matrix. Large amounts of high-quality data can be acquired in relatively short times. Advances in
software for the treatment of AUC data over the last decade have eliminated many of the tedious aspects of AUC
data analysis, allowing relatively rapid analysis of complicated systems that were previously unapproachable. A
software package calledSEDANAL is described that can perform global fits to AUC sedimentation velocity data
obtained for both interacting and non-interacting, macromolecular multi-species, multi-component systems, by
combining data from multiple runs over a range of sample concentrations and component ratios. Interaction parameters
include both forward and reverse rate constants, or equilibrium constants, for each reaction, as well as concentration
dependence of both sedimentation and diffusion coefficients.SEDANAL fits to time-difference data to eliminate time-
independent systematic errors inherent in AUC data. TheSEDANAL software package is based on the use of finite-
element numerical solutions of the Lamm equation.
� 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Analytical ultracentrifugation(AUC) has played
and will continue to play an important role in the
investigation of protein–protein, protein–DNA and
protein–ligand interactions. Many of these types
of interaction occur in the regulation of metabolic
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processes. Recombinant DNA techniques have
made it possible to produce many proteins in
sufficient quantities that they may be studied by
classical quantitative biophysical techniques. A
major advantage of AUC over many other methods
is that it allows the analysis of systems free in
solution in nearly any buffer without worry about
artifacts caused either by chemical modification or
by spurious interactions with a supporting matrix.
Large amounts of high-quality data can be acquired
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in relatively short times. Advances over the last
decade in software for the treatment AUC data
have eliminated many of the tedious aspects of
AUC data reduction, allowing relatively rapid anal-
ysis of complicated systems that were previously
unapproachable. A curve-fitting algorithm is
described here that can perform global fits to AUC
sedimentation velocity data obtained for both inter-
acting and non-interacting, macromolecular multi-
species, multi-component systems. Data from
several runs over a range of sample concentrations
and component ratios can be combined for global
fitting. Interaction parameters, including both for-
ward and reverse rate constants, or equilibrium
constants, for each reaction as well as concentra-
tion dependence of both sedimentation and diffu-
sion coefficients, can be obtained. The algorithms
are embodied in a software package called
SEDANAL. SEDANAL is based on the use of finite-
element numerical solutions of the Lamm equation
first developed by Claveriew1,2x. Fits are carried
out on time-difference data to eliminate systematic
errors. The first use of these numerical solutions
for least-squares fitting to sedimentation velocity
data was reported by Todd and Haschemeyerw3x.
Since then several researchers have reported devel-
opment of software packages based on the Todd–
Haschemeyer methodw4–8x.
Mass-action equilibria are treated by solving

either the kinetic differential equations or the
equilibrium mass-action equations corresponding
to each reaction scheme and stoichiometry. The
main feature of this approach, which distinguishes
it from several other methods, is that the fits are
performed on time-difference data. The use of
time-difference data to eliminate time-independent
systematic errors from the data was first imple-
mented in the time derivative method of analyzing
sedimentation velocity dataw9x. Since then time-
difference treatment of interference data has also
been used by Philo’s direct boundary fitting meth-
od in software calledSVEDBERGw10x and again by
Stafford in ABCD _ FITTER w6,7x. The process of
computing the time-difference data completely
removes all time-independent systematic errors in
the data, thereby eliminating one of the impedi-
ments to the analysis of this type of data. In
addition to the algorithms used, this communica-

tion describes a software package calledSEDANAL

that will perform the fits on PCs running the
Windows operating system.
Whether one chooses to use equilibrium or

velocity methods to study a particular interacting
system will depend on several factors. Among
those factors are the concentration range over
which either significant dissociation or association
can be observed and the kinetics of the interac-
tions. In many cases, it will be found useful to
analyze any given system by both methods. A few
specific points are worth highlighting. In general,
somewhat lower concentrations can be observed
by velocity methods than that by equilibrium
methods thereby extending the observable range
over which measurements can be made. Samples
that are unstable over the times required by an
equilibrium experiment often can be analyzed suc-
cessfully by velocity methods. A good example of
this type of system is the isodesmic self-association
of tubulin described in this issue by Sontag et al.
w11x. Systems that may take several days to reach
thermodynamic equilibrium can be treated as a
quasi-static system in a velocity run but may not
reach equilibrium in an equilibrium experiment in
a practical length of time.

2. Theoretical background

A previous version of SEDANAL, called
ABCD _ FITTER, was designed to analyze heterolo-
gous pair-wise interactions that can be represented
by a reaction of the following type:

w xk CfAqBsC K s s (1)eq w xw xk A Br

where the equilibrium constant isK and k andeq f

k are the forward and reverse rate constants,r

respectively.
SEDANAL is designed to analyze sedimentation

velocity data from interacting systems composed
of either single or multiple macromolecular com-
ponents. In the context of this discussion, we
define a component as an electroneutral macro-
molecule that can be added or removed, at least
conceptually, from a solution independently of
other molecules. A component may be composed
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of several macromolecular species. Species interact
through chemical reactions. In general, the number
of components is equal to the number of species
minus the number of chemical reactions. At con-
stant temperature and pressure, or at constant
temperature in an incompressible system, the num-
ber of degrees of freedom is equal to the number
of components. For any given values of the equi-
librium constants, the composition of the solution
at equilibrium (i.e. the amount of each of the
species) is determined by the total concentration
of each component at each position in the centri-
fuge cell.
It is worthwhile to make the distinction between

species and components clear; consider the follow-
ing examples. A monomer–dimer, self-associating
system in chemical equilibrium is an example of
a single component, multispecies system. The
monomer and dimer are in equilibrium with each
other and, therefore, cannot be added to or
removed from the solution independently. This is
why they cannot be separated on a gel filtration
column, for example. As soon as some dimer and
monomer become separated, either the monomer
re-associates to form more dimer or the dimer
dissociates to form more monomer. At any given
temperature and pressure, the amount of monomer
and dimer present is determined completely by the
total concentration of the component and the equi-
librium constant for the dimerization reaction.
Therefore, a rapidly reversible monomer–dimer
system is a one-component system composed of
two species with one chemical reaction between
them. To extend this one step further, if this was
a monomer–dimer–tetramer system, it would be a
one-component, three-species system with two
chemical reactions between them. It would have
one degree of freedom, such that the amounts of
monomer, dimer and tetramer at each point in the
boundary would be uniquely determined by the
equilibrium constants and the total macromolecular
concentration at each point.
Now, consider a heterologous interacting system

composed of two components,A andB that interact
to form a complex,C. Let C interact with another
molecule ofB to formD. This is a two-component
system which is composed of four species that are
related by two chemical reactions. The system has

two degrees of freedom, the total concentrations
of A andB at each point in the boundary; it can
be represented by the following equations:

w xk C1,fAqBsC K s s (2)1,eq w xw xk A B1,r

w xk D2,fCqBsD K s s2,eq w xw xk C B2,r

However, ifD were composed of one mole of
A and two moles ofB but was not in equilibrium
with C and B, it would be a third, independent
component. This system would have three degrees
of freedom, the total concentrations ofA, B that
participate in the reactions and the total concentra-
tion of D. In principal,D could be removed from
the system by gel filtration without being reformed
from C and B. D might be a covalently cross-
linked aggregate, for example. Therefore, non-
interacting components can also be added to the
fitting model to account for aggregates or other
species not participating in the reactions of interest.
The software also allows one to include and fit for
incompetent species. For example, incompetentB
(i.e. someB that is not participating in the reac-
tion), would be a third component. By global
fitting over a range of loading concentrations, one
can estimate the fraction of incompetentB that is
present in the sample because its fraction relative
to the total concentration in each cell would be
independent of the loading concentration.

3. Sedimentation theory

3.1. Sedimentation transport theory

The Lamm equation, which describes the sedi-
mentation process in differential form, is also
known as the continuity equation and is a state-
ment of conservation of mass in the centrifuge
cell. For a single component system composed of
a single macromolecular species, we have

B E≠c
C F sy=J (3)total
D G≠t r

which in cylindrical coordinates becomesw12x
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w zB E B E≠c ≠ ≠c 2C F C Fs2 Dj yv scj (4)x |
D G D G≠t ≠j ≠jy ~r t

wherec is the concentration as a function oft and
j, jsr y2, t is time,D is the diffusion coefficient2

and s is the sedimentation coefficient. Concentra-
tion dependence ofs and D can be incorporated
in the following forms to first order in total local
concentration,c(r)

D 1q2BM cŽ .0 1s0s(c)s ; D(c)s (5)
1qK c 1qK cŽ . Ž .s s

where (1qK c) is the concentration dependences

of the frictional coefficient and(1q2BM c) is a1

factor expressing thermodynamic non-ideality
through the second virial coefficient. It should be
noted that this treatment of non-ideality has
ignored the cross terms usually considered in the
more general case. Therefore, the concentration
range over which this treatment would apply is
limited. However, it was felt that the inclusion of
cross terms would introduce too many parameters
into the fits, although it could be done. Dividing
the concentration dependencies ofs andD in this
way has been discussed previouslyw13x.
The Lamm equation can be solved numerically,

very rapidly, by the finite-element method
described by Claveriew1,2x. The finite-element
method combined with a nonlinear least-squares
fitting procedure was first applied to the analysis
of sedimentation velocity data by Todd and Has-
chemeyer w3x. The performance of the finite-
element algorithm has been improved significantly
by Peter Schuck, who has introduced several
enhancements, the most notable of which are an
adjustable time interval and a ‘moving hat’ moving
frame of referencew5,8x. He has also developed a
novel technique to fit for the systematic errors
inherent in AUC data. These algorithms have
been embodied in software calledSEDFIT, avail-
able from Peter Schuck (http:yy
www.analyticalultracentrifugation.com). In 1998,
Stafford introduced software calledABCD _ FITTER
for the global analysis of heterologous reversibly-
interacting systemsw6,7x. As explained below, the
approach used byABCD _ FITTER is fundamentally

different from that used by either the Todd–
Haschemeyer or the Schuck methods, which fit
directly to concentration profiles. In contrast,
ABCD _ FITTER fits to concentration time-difference
curves to eliminate time-independent systematic
errors inherent in the optical systems. An adjusta-
ble time interval for the time grid of the Claverie
solutions has been incorporated intoABCD _ FITTER
to improve performance, as well.ABCD _ FITTER
was designed to fit to the systemAqBsC; Cq
BsD with or without an accompanying indefinite
self-association of componentB. Since then,
ABCD _ FITTER has been expanded to fit to a wide
range of interacting systems composed of several
components and multiple species.ABCD _ FITTER
has become a subset of the newer program called
SEDANAL. A brief description ofABCD _ FITTER
can be found in Rivas et al.w7x. SEDANAL is
described in detail in this communication.

3.1.1. Use of concentration time-difference curves
Historically, the analysis of data from the ana-

lytical ultracentrifuge has been hampered by sys-
tematic errors that have been difficult to treat.
There are two main types of systematic error that
are characteristic of the interference optics on the
XL centrifuges. One type is time-invariant noise
(TI-noise) composed of variations that are a func-
tion only of radius. The other type is time-depend-
ent, but radially-invariant(RI-noise), irregular
vertical variations in fringe displacement( jitter)
that are a function of time only and affect the
entire fringe pattern. The absorbance optics, on the
other hand, suffer only from TI-noise, that is
usually of smaller magnitude. The TI-noise in the
interference optics arises mainly from various com-
ponents of the optical system, including compres-
sion of the cell windows, dirt on the optics,
irregularities in the lenses, mirrors, optical flats
and the CCD array of the camera. The TI-noise in
the absorbance system arises mainly from dirt and
oil deposited on the cell windows, lenses and slit
assembly. The RI noise, which is peculiar to the
interference optics, arises from mechanical and
thermal variations caused predominantly by
cycling of the Peltier heating and cooling system.

3.1.1.1. Elimination of RI-noise. The RI noise can
be nearly completely eliminated by aligning the
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fringe patterns in the air–air space centripetal to
the meniscus, where no sedimentation is occurring.
This is accomplished inSEDANAL by least-squares
fitting of all the patterns to each other over a small
region in the air–air space: numerically, the fringe
deflections over that small region are averaged,
and the average is subtracted from the entire fringe
pattern for that scan. The TI-noise, on the other
hand, is completely eliminated by subtracting pairs
of scans to create time-difference scans. The time-
difference scans, which contain only stochastic
noise, are then fit to corresponding time-difference
scans generated by the finite-element method.

3.1.1.2. Elimination of TI-noise. The signal
obtained from the centrifuge, call itS(r, t), whether
it is fringe displacements, absorbance or fluores-
cence, is a function of both time and radius. After
S(r, t) has been preprocessed to remove optical
jitter (RI-noise) and integral fringe shifts, it is
composed of the contribution from the true con-
centration distribution,C(r, t), which is also a
function of time and radius, as well as a back-
ground optical systematic component,B(r), that is
time-independent and a function of radius only
(Fig. 1). The signal,S(r, t), also has stochastic
noise superimposed on it; we can write

S(r, t)saC(r, t)qB(r)qnoise (6)

wherea is the conversion factor between concen-
tration and the signal type, either fringes, absorb-
ance or fluorescence.
We can remove completely the time-independent

background component,B(r), of the signal by
subtracting any two experimental curves obtained
at, say, timest and t .1 2

S r, t saC r,t qB(r)qnoiseŽ . Ž .2 2

S r, t saC r,t qB(r)qnoiseŽ . Ž .1 1

-----------------------------------------------

yDS r, t , t saDC r, t , t q0q 2noiseŽ . Ž .1 2 1 2

(7)

The time-difference curves,DS(r, t , t ), are1 2

proportional to the concentration difference curves,
DC(r, t , t ), but now have no time-independent1 2

systematic error. As mentioned above, the irregu-
lar, time-dependent, systematic error from the
optics (often referred to as jitter) will have been
removed at the preprocessing stage. The data to
be fitted,DS(r, t , t ), have only stochastic errors1 2

making them suitable for least-squares fitting.
SEDANAL fits to the time-difference curves,

DS(r, t , t ) for any set of parameter guesses by1 2

generating concentration curves,C(r, t ) andC(r,1

t ), corresponding to timest and t , using numer-2 1 2

ical solutions to the Lamm equation and subtract-
ing them to form aDC(r, t , t ). The1 2

root-mean-square residual is computed as the triple
sum over all the points, scans and cells.

rmsds

L M N 1y2w zS WB ET T2w xC FDS r , t , t yaDC r , t , t PU XŽ Ž . Ž . .T k,j i j jqM k,j i j jqM T8 8 8
D GV Yks1 js1 is1x |

(8)
y ~LMN

where k is the cell number,L is the number of
cells, j is the difference curve index,M is the
number of difference curves and 2M is the total
number of scans,j and jqM are the indices of the
scans being subtracted,N is the number of radial
points in each difference curve, andi is the radial
point index. The value of the rmsd is minimized
with respect to the parameters of interest using the
simplex-directed search method of Nelder and
Mead w14x, where wPx is the parameter vector
composed of both global and local parameters. See
below for a definition of global and local
parameters.

3.1.2. Global fitting to several data sets
SEDANAL can perform global fits to multiple

data sets. A data set is meant to refer to scans
obtained from a single centrifuge cell, or from the
same cell obtained at different wavelengths or
optical systems. Parameters are divided into either
global or local categories. Global parameters, those
that apply to all data sets, are the primary physical
molecular parameters of interest and include sedi-
mentation coefficient, molecular weight, equilibri-
um constants, rate constants and non-ideality
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the fitting procedure.(top panel) In this example, forty scans are obtained and combined into
a single data set(only every other one shown). After a data set has been preprocessed to remove optical jitter by aligning them by
least-squares fitting over a small radial span in the air–air region above the meniscus, the scans are subtracted in pairs to produce
a set of time-difference curves which are now free of time-independent systematic error. An even number of scans are subtracted
pair-wise to giveDS(r(i), t( j), t( jqM))sS(r(i), t( j))yS(r(i), t(Mqj)), where 2M is the total number of scans.(middle panel)
One of the pairs of scans and the resulting difference scan,DS(r(i), t( j), t( jqM)). The subtraction process removes the time-
independent background component which is a function of radius only.(bottom panel) One of the twenty difference patterns from
this fit showing the fitted curve and the residuals. In a typical fitting procedure, as many as 500 difference scans from each cell
might be included in the actual fit. The time-difference curves are fit by the nonlinear least-squares procedure as described in the
text.
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Table 1
Comparison of fits of equilibrium models to kinetically limited data

Model EQ EQ, hold S1 EQ, hold S1, M1 Kinetic Correct values

rmsd 8.46Ey03 9.28Ey03 1.03Ey02 5.71Ey03 0.00

M1 4.05Eq04 3.73Eq04 w4.00Eq04x 3.98Eq04 4.00Eq04
Co1 2.52Ey05 2.74Ey05 2.54Ey05 2.58Ey05 2.50Ey05
Co2 7.22Ey06 7.87Ey06 7.38Ey06 7.54Ey06 7.50Ey06
Co3 2.31Ey06 2.57Ey06 2.43Ey06 2.52Ey06 2.50Ey06
Co4 6.42Ey07 7.53Ey07 7.16Ey07 7.57Ey07 7.50Ey07
K or keq f 2.51Eq05 1.17Eq06 8.59Eq05 1.03Eq02 1.00Eq02
kr 1.01Ey04 1.00Ey04
S1 4.75Ey13 w3.60Ey13x w3.60Ey13x 3.57Ey13 3.60Ey13
S2 5.81Ey13 5.82Ey13 5.87Ey13 5.80Ey13 5.80Ey13

Notes: Reaction simulated was kinetically limited monomer–dimer, 2AsA , with an equilibrium constant of 1=10 M . The6 y1
2

residual plots are shown in Fig. 2. Noise added to the simulated data was 0.005 fringes.

coefficients. The local parameters are the cell
loading concentrations, and ratios of components.
The ratio of components can be treated as either
local or global parameters depending on the exper-
imental procedure. For example, the component
ratios would become global parameters if the
several data sets represented a dilution series of
the same original solution. On the other hand, the
component ratios would be treated as local para-
meters if they were intended, known or suspected
to be different for each cell. The current version
of SEDANAL can treat up to three components,
seven species and six chemical reactions in a
global fit to 10 data sets.

3.1.3. Combining data from different optical sys-
tems and wavelengths
SEDANAL allows data from several wavelengths

and optical systems to be combined in a global
fit, and an extinction coefficient to be specified
for each species and for each data set. It also
allows the determination of extinction coefficients
if both interference and absorbance data from a
single cell are fit simultaneously, by allowing the
value of the extinction coefficient for the absorb-
ance data set to float in the fitting process.

3.1.4. Multiple species fits
When a system is comprised of multiple species,

SEDANAL computes in parallel a separate finite-
element solution for each species such that

NB E B E≠c ≠ciC F C Fs8
D G D G≠t ≠tr ris1

w zN B E≠ ≠ci 2C Fs2 D j yv s c j (9)x |i i i8
D G≠j ≠jy ~tis1

After each time increment, the total concentra-
tion of each component at each radial position is
computed and the concentrations of all species in
equilibrium are recomputed. For kinetically limited
(i.e. non-equilibrium) cases the differential equa-
tions for the kinetics are solved for that time
interval and the new species concentrations are
used for the next time increment of the finite-
element solution. The kinetic equations are solved
by the Bulirsch-Stoer algorithm using Richardson
rational polynomial extrapolation(Numerical Rec-
ipes inFORTRAN w15x).

3.1.5. Testing with synthetic data
The method has been tested with synthetic data

generated by two basically different implementa-
tions of the Claverie algorithm. One approach uses
the equilibrium mass-action equations and the
other solves the kinetic differential equations.
SEDANAL has a simulator function that can simulate
sedimentation of either rapidly reversible or kinet-
ically limited reversibly interacting systems. Sev-
eral synthetic model cases with added
normally-distributed random noise were tested.
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Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of fits to a kinetically limited monomer–dimer system as described in the text andTable 1. The system was
simulated with an equilibrium constant of 1=10 M and a reverse rate constant of 1=10 s In both partsA andB the loading6 y1 y4 y1

concentrations, clockwise from the upper left, are 25.0, 7.5, 2.5 and 0.75mM, respectively.(A) Fit to the correct model allowing
for kinetically slow re-equilibration(B) fit to an incorrect model assuming instantaneous re-equilibration. Red curves are time-
difference plots from the simulated data. Black curves are the best-fit model, and the green curves are the residuals.

Both rapidly reversible and kinetically-limited sys-
tems were simulated. One of the questions to be
answered is when can the difference be detected
and what kinds of errors are to be expected if one
were to fit a kinetically limited system with the
rapidly reversible model. We address this below.

3.1.5.1. Model 1. To test the basic finite-element
algorithm, a single-species system was generated
and fitted and showed that the basic algorithm
worked as expected. Results are not shown.

3.1.5.2. Model 2. To test the kinetic algorithms,
synthetic data for a simple monomer–dimer self-
associating system was generated and fitted. This
algorithm, for a case in whichk s0.01 s , wasy1

r

compared to one using the analytical solution for
instantaneous equilibration. Essentially identical
results were obtained with fits to both sets of
synthetic data, demonstrating the kinetic and equi-
librium solutions to the mass-action equations gave
the same results in the limits at very fast rates.
When the reverse rate constant becomes less than
approximately 0.001 s , but greater than approx-y1

imately 1=e s , this system could be fit withy4 y1

the reversible case but with unreasonable values
for the returned parameters(Table 1). For reverse
rate constants less than approximately 1=10y4

s , the fits are not good as judged by obviouslyy1

systematic residuals and relatively high root mean
squared deviations(Fig. 2).

w xk Af2AsA K s s (10)2 eq 2w xk Ar

3.1.5.3. Model 3. Simple 1:1 heterologous complex
formation(Eq. (1)) was simulated and fitted.

3.1.5.4. Model 4. To test more complicated, hetero-
associations, a two-step ‘antigen–antibody’ type
interaction was simulated and fitted. This model

is considered in somewhat more detail below
(Table 2), seeEq. (2). Consider the case in which
the intrinsic association constants are the same for
all steps such thatK s2K s4K , where1,eq int 2,eq

K and K are the macroscopic equilibrium1,eq 2,eq

constants. Given a value ofK , this system isint

completely determined by the loading concentra-
tion of componentA and the ratio of loading
concentrations of componentsB to A, R . ForBA

this discussion, we will assume thatR s2.0. TheBA

relative composition of all systems of this type
can be further parameterized in terms of the single
dimensionless variableQsK wAx.int

For various values ofQ, this system was fit at
several signal-to-noise ratios. The results are sum-
marized inTable 2. The values given in the table
are the averages of the parameters from the abbre-
viated Monte Carlo analysis for 10 fits to a global
fit to six cell loading concentrations.
Several kinetically limited cases were also fitted.

When the reverse rate constants become smaller
than approximately 10 s , it becomes necessaryy3 y1

to explicitly account for the kinetics. As mentioned
above, one would like to know how slow the
kinetics can be before the equilibrium model will
fail to fit the data reliably. To shed some light on
that question, a monomer–dimer model with an
equilibrium constant of 1=10 and a reverse rate6

constant of 1=10 s was simulated with 0.005y4 y1

fringes typical Gaussian noise added. Four loading
concentrations were combined in a global fit(Fig.
2). Fits were preformed using the correct model
and three variations of the incorrect equilibrium
model (Table 1). Internally SEDANAL uses analyt-
ical solutions to the monomer–dimer case for both
the rapidly reversible and the kinetically limited
cases.

3.1.6. Standard deviation of parameters
Parameter standard deviations can be estimated

either by Monte Carlo analysis or by bootstrap
with replacement. In Monte Carlo analysis, one
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generates a synthetic data set using the parameters
obtained with the best fit. Multiple sets of random
noise are added to the synthetic data to create as
many synthetic data sets, and then they are each
fitted to obtain a distribution for each parameter.
One can compute the confidence intervals, which
may be asymmetric, from the parameter distribu-
tion function. The other method, called bootstrap
with replacement, involves refitting subsets of the
data by randomly selecting points from the original
data set so that each new data set has the same
number of points as the original. The random
selection is done with replacement so that some
points may be included more than once. To per-
form a complete analysis of either type, one might
have to perform 500–1000 fits of the synthetic
data to obtain a complete parameter distribution
function. The amount of CPU time required by a
program likeSEDANAL would make either of these
approaches impractical. Therefore, an abbreviated
version of either technique can be used. By relying
on the Central Limit Theoremw16x, which states
that distribution of the mean of any parameter will
be normally distributed no matter what the shape
of the underlying distribution of that parameter,
and therefore, its standard deviation can be mean-
ingfully computed. In this approach, the standard
deviation of the estimated parameters from 10 to
20 fits of simulated data sets with different noise
sets is computed. The standard deviation cannot
be translated into confidence limits but gives a
good idea of how well a particular parameter is
determined. Full Monte Carlo or bootstrap analyses
may be done when sufficiently fast computers
become available. The current version ofSEDANAL

(v3.21) can be used to perform both Monte Carlo
and Bootstrap with replacement error analyses.
As an example of the abbreviated Monte Carlo

analysis of parameter errors is given inTable 2.
Two interacting systems were studied. Both sys-
tems were of the two-step hetero-interacting type,
AqBsC; CqBsD, with the same molecular
parameters in different concentration ranges rela-
tive to the equilibrium constants; i.e. different
values of u. The purpose of this analysis is to
show the benefits and increased reliability of
parameter estimation by globally fitting to multiple
data sets spanning several concentrations and com-

ponent ratios. In the first case, six cells were fit
with a range of three loading concentrations for a
stoichiometric ratio of two moles ofB to one mole
of A, along with three variations in which the ratio
of B to A, R, was varied from 4:1 to 8:1 to 1:2.
For comparison, the case ofRs2:1 at a loading
concentration equal to the intrinsic dissociation
constant, i.e.us1.0, was fit as a single data set.
The second case is for lower signal-to-noise ratio,
i.e. lower concentration, also atus1.0, seeTable
2. It is clear from an examination of the standard
deviations of the fitted parameters that the para-
meters are very well determined in both cases in
which global fitting of six cells was used. In
contrast, the standard deviations of all the fitted
parameters were considerably larger for the two
cases in which just one data set was used. This is
not a surprising result, but emphasizes the impor-
tance of combining data and fitting them globally.
The analysis shown inTable 2also demonstrates

that the abbreviated Monte Carlo method of deter-
mining parameter standard deviations is useful and
that the global fitting to multiple data sets results
in a significant improvement in the determination
of the fitted parameters. In this fit(Table 2) all
parameters were allowed to float to demonstrate
the robustness of the global fits. Usually, one
would have characterized bothA andB in separate
experiments to determine their molar masses and
sedimentation coefficients and non-ideality coeffi-
cients. Prior knowledge of those parameters will
leave just the sedimentation coefficients of the
complexes and the equilibrium constants as the
remaining global variables. The loading concentra-
tions ofA andB, which are local variables, should
be floated to account for pipetting and other
experimental errors in their determination. The fits
in this case would be even more robust than in the
case presented inTable 2.

4. Conclusions

A curve fitting method for the analysis of
sedimentation velocity data has been presented. A
software package calledSEDANAL has been devel-
oped to fit for sedimentation coefficients, molar
masses, and equilibrium constants andyor rate
constants for multispecies and multi-component
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Table 2
Results of Monte Carlo simulations

u Correct value Average from fits(ns10) Std. dev.yaverage

(a) For K s10 , global fit to six cells7
int

CA1 (M) 10.0 1.0Ey06 9.970Ey07 4.12Ey03
CB1yCA1 2.0 2.008Eq00 4.55Ey03
CA2 3.0 3.0Ey07 2.999Ey07 4.45Ey03
CB2yCA2 2.0 1.997Eq00 3.50Ey03
CA3 1.0 1.0Ey07 1.003Ey07 6.59Ey03
CB3yCA3 2.0 2.008Eq00 4.71Ey03
CA4 3.0 3.0Ey07 2.999Ey07 2.66Ey03
CB4yCA4 4.0 4.009Eq00 3.36Ey03
CA5 3.0 3.0Ey07 2.996Ey07 1.43Ey03
CB5yCA5 8.0 8.015Eq00 1.39Ey03
CA6 3.0 3.0Ey07 3.009Ey07 9.94Ey03
CB6yCA6 0.5 5.089Ey01 1.98Ey02
K (M )y1
1 2.0Eq07 2.136Eq07 1.13Ey01

K (M )y1
2 5.0Eq06 5.071Eq06 3.43Ey02

Sc (S) 6.0 5.953 1.19Ey02
Sd (S) 8.0 8.001 9.56Ey04

(b) For K s10 , global fit to six cells6
int

CA1 (M) 3.0 3.0Ey06 2.998Ey06 5.93Ey04
CB1yCA1 2.0 2.002Eq00 7.93Ey04
CA2 1.0 1.0Ey06 9.994Ey07 1.30Ey03
CB2yCA2 2.0 2.002Eq00 1.78Ey03
CA3 0.3 3.0Ey07 3.006Ey07 6.90Ey03
CB3yCA3 2.0 1.995Eq00 8.92Ey03
CA4 1.0 1.0Ey06 9.993Ey07 1.41Ey03
CB4yCA4 4.0 4.004Eq00 1.80Ey03
CA5 1.0 1.0Ey06 9.998Ey07 4.44Ey04
CB5yCA5 8.0 8.002Eq00 4.33Ey04
CA6 1.0 1.0Ey06 1.001Ey06 2.06Ey03
CB6yCA6 0.5 4.996Ey01 3.26Ey03
K (M )y1
1 2.0Eq06 1.996Eq06 5.19Ey03

K (M )y1
2 5.0Eq05 5.019Eq05 4.86Ey03

Sc (S) 6.03 5.997 7.73Ey04
Sd (S) 8.0 7.999 1.56Ey04

(c) For K s10 , fit to one cell7
int

CA (M) 1.0 1.0Ey7 9.756Ey08 5.87Ey02
C yCB A 2.0 2.082Eq00 7.38Ey02
K (M )y1
1 2.0Eq07 2.865Eq07 3.57Ey01

K (M )y1
2 5.0Eq06 6.340Eq06 2.52Ey01

Sc (S) 6.0 5.524 1.75Ey01
Sd (S) 8.0 7.990 6.74Ey02

(d) For K s10 , fit to one cell6
int

CA (M) 1.0 1.0Ey06 1.009Ey06 1.00Ey02
C yCB A 2.0 1.979Eq00 1.29Ey02
K (M )y1
1 2.0Eq06 1.919Eq06 4.35Ey02

K (M )y1
2 5.0Eq05 4.866Eq05 5.04Ey02

Sc (S) 6.0 6.096 1.79Ey02
Sd (S) 8.0 7.958 6.79Ey03

Notes: Reaction simulated wasAqBsC; CqBsD with K and K as the macroscopic association constants for the first and second step,1 2

respectively. Sedimentation coefficients forA, B, C andD were 3.0, 4.0, 6.0 and 8.0 S, respectively. Molecular weights ofA andB were 50 000 and
90 000, respectively.K s0.5K s2K ; usC K ; RsC yC . Noise added to the synthetic data was"0.004 fringes, which corresponds toint 1 2 A int B A

"1.2=10 g l . Simulations with the same values ofu andR can be normalized to each other, the only difference being the signal-to-noise levely3 y1

(Stafford, 1994).
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macromolecular interacting systems. What distin-
guishes this approach from other nonlinear curve
fitting algorithms using numerical solutions to the
Lamm equation is that time-difference curves are
employed to eliminate completely the time-inde-
pendent systematic errors in the data. It should be
pointed out that time-difference data are also used
in fitting interference data by John Philo’s program
SVEDBERG. Moreover, time-dependent, radius-
independent irregular fluctuations are nearly com-
pletely removed from the data by aligning the
scans in the air–air region of the cell. This align-
ment can be improved considerably by placing
interference window holders on the top of the cells
(personal communications, Jeff Lary). The result-
ing time-difference curves usually contain only
stochastic noise with a possible small amount of
time-dependent instrumental drift caused mainly
by changes in refractive properties of the optics
arising from temperature variations.SEDANAL
allows global fitting to multiple data sets obtained
over a wide concentration range with multiple
optical systems. The method allows fitting for
either equilibrium constants or kinetic rate con-
stants for each reaction step. With the currently
available analytical ultracentrifuges, data from both
the interference and absorbance optics can be
combined in the global fit.
It is important to stress that the successful

determination of equilibrium constants by this or
any other method requires that all species repre-
sented in the model be significantly populated over
the concentration range being studied. The best
results will be achieved if the concentration range
spans the same magnitude as the dissociation
constants. Therefore, the range of applicability will
be determined by the range of concentrations that
can be accurately measured. Because of the high
degree of effective averaging inherent in the least-
squares approach, the lowest concentrations at
which useable parameter estimates may be
obtained is on the order of magnitude of the noise
in the system. At the high concentration end of
the scale, the upper limit will be determined by
limitations in the optics like the amount of light
getting through the optical system and other
sources of systematic error related to high concen-
trations. One possible source of error in sedimen-

tation velocity experiments is boundary instability
that may lead to convection. These effects would
be most serious at low protein concentrations at
low salt and buffer concentrations. Redistribution
of buffer components during sedimentation will
produce gradients that can stabilize the boundary
helping to prevent convection.
The approach to the analysis of heterogeneous

interacting systems by sedimentation velocity that
is presented in this paper, and embodied in
SEDANAL, is fundamentally new and unique. It has
been shown that with the proper choice of concen-
tration range and component ratios, the method is
robust with respect to the estimation of equilibrium
constants and sedimentation coefficients. One
advantage it has over equilibrium analysis is that
shape information about the complexes can be
obtained from their sedimentation coefficients.
SEDANAL can also fit directly for kinetic rate
constants.
SEDANAL can be obtained directly from one of

the authors (WFS) or downloaded from the
RASMB ftp archives at ftp:yyrasmb.bbri.orgy
rasmbyspinyms_dosysedanal-staffordy. An exten-
sive user’s manual and help file is included on the
ftp site.
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